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Open Data and AI: Putting it in Context

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello my name 's Oliver wise and I'm chief data officer at the Department of Commerce we have the department have been thinking a lot lately about AI and what it means in terms of our ability to advance our data democratization goals which are core to our department but before i share some of my thoughts with you i want to put this conversation in context.



The conversations on GenAI in government
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How can we promote 
responsible AI in 

society?

How do we leverage 
Gen AI responsibly 

within government?

How does government 
leverage AI to 

democratize access to 
data?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can't have a more than 15 minute conversation in this town without talking about AI however in my mind those conversations tend to fall into 2 different camps and the first camp is about how we promote responsible and AI and society basically that conversation is about how do we avoid the apocalypse so the human civilization and instead um promote AI to advance the human experience and human understanding and there's a lot of talk about government 's role in promoting the benefits of AI while mitigating the very real risk. The second conversation which tends to happen more in wonky circles is how we leverage generative AI within government and that conversation is about how do we use these technologies to transform our uh our services so that they can be more nimbler and user friendly and there is an awful lot of opportunity here one in terms of speeding development cycles with AI that translates natural language to code in terms of making government documents more readable and understandable to the public and in automating a lot of mundane work. But one conversation that I think needs to be had that hasn't been had enough is how do we in government as content producers leverage um prepare our content for the enormous potential that these technologies bring and also mitigate the real risks.



History is likely to repeat itself

1. Technology emerges

2. Public expectations change

3. Policy follows
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Credit: David Eaves

The public will expect a natural language interface to 
accomplish many (most) tasks, especially data analysis

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Because my contention is this that history is likely to repeat itself and that with the advent of mass market generative AI we can expect that public expectations will change and after those public expectations change policy will likely follow this idea I wanna give credit to David eaves who's a a thinker and a scholar and University College London who has studied the open data movement since its inception and I think his observations which you raised probably a dozen years ago are very true at this moment so let's walk through the recent history in technologies that have democratized access to information how that has changed public expectation and then how government has responded with policy.



Photocopier -> FOIA Laws
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All right let's Fast forward to 1959 when the Xerox photocopier was launched into the market weighing in at a mere mere 650 pounds this incredible device allowed offices um who were lucky enough to afford such a machine to not just have to type um each document but if you had that document you could just take a picture of it with your photocopier this technology like the typewriter before it also changed the public 's expectations in terms of the information that they could have to them so instead of having documents stored in private or public libraries the Xerox machine basically meant any document that was under an organization 's domain could fairly cheaply be copied and then taken home by the individual who wanted that document so you have about 10 years later in 1996 you had the first public Information Act or foya law which basically says that if the government had a document that was public then citizens ought to have access to that information fairly cheaply and you have this law that enshrines a public expectation of access to public informationXerox commercial photocopier 1959. Only 650 pounds!1966 – Public Information Act of 1966 or FOIA.



API -> Open Data EO & Data.gov
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So then Fast forward to the 1990s and then where when the Internet was developed and then eventually on February 2000 we're Salesforce launched the API so this totally changed how the public or really anyone could access data so anyone with an Internet connection now if a organization created an API they could create a live tap or a feed into a stream of data that would be continually updated and that changed the economy and made it far more digital it really thrust forward the idea of a data-driven and economy and in 2009 government took uh the same idea and applied it to public information with the launch of data that I've got and that was an incredibly exciting innovation and an open data executive order soon followed in 2013 and then after data got.gov launched you saw a proliferation of open data portals explode throughout the ecosystem and now nearly every major country in the OCD has an open data portal and it it spread like wildfire in the state and local government landscape.February 2000 – Salesforce launches API2009 – Data.gov launched, and open data EO soon follows.proliferation



Open data in the pandemic
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And then came the pandemic and in many ways I think COVID was both the best of times and the worst of times from open data it was the best of times because there are really remarkable innovations in open data and the hold public very closely followed public health information to find out about COVID cases happening in their community and their country and really across the world and so some of those innovations included the Johns Hopkins coronavirus Resource Center which became a central hub for public data



Open Data and AI

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have AI and I think there is just an extraordinary opportunity with AI especially with natural language interfaces to change how the public discovers insights in their public data
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From this…. 

Credit: Drew Zachary, “Census data users and workflows: a cognitive task 
approach to understanding user their experience,” 2023

To this: user 
asks a question 
of chatbot



However, GenAI hasn’t gotten off to a great start
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ChatGPT Bard

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
However before we get to that point I think we're off to actually fairly rocky start in terms of generative a Gen AI 's potential in democratizing access to data for users. And that's because these AI are often wrong so here's a quick experiment where we asked tell me about the demographics of Suitland Maryland to both chat you BT and the results are riddled with inconsistencies and inaccuracies it turns out that the root of that problem is that neither chachi BT nor Bard in the states in which we had these conversations with these AI um could reliably ascertain information from our public websites so instead what they did was they found the easiest to interpret information which for them was a text article on a pesticide companies website that just happened to be located in Suitland Maryland it was telling its customers what a great place Suitland is to live work and and play.Without quality data – we get misinformation/inaccuracies AI can accelerate the dissemination of public data misinformation



We are not AI-Ready until our 
data is.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’m now the Chief Data Officer at the US Department of Commerce, a sprawling agency with broad  mission set--every American to broadband, promoting American economic and technology…



AI-readiness requires a shift in how government thinks data publishing 
standards

Machine readable
• Can be automatically processed 

by a computer
• Common formats (.csv, JSON, 

HTML)

Machine understandable
• Structured data
• Standardized schemas with 

enriched metadata
• Semantics expressed in a 

knowledge graph
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How do we make this work?
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Economic data

Demographic data

Health data

Environmental data

Knowledge graph• Open APIs
• Structured data
• Standardized 

schemas with 
enriched metadata

• Semantics 
expressed in a 
knowledge graph

User

Chatbot
Natural 

language 
question

Answer

Credit: Swiss Federal Statistical Office



Problems to solve to realize this vision

•Policy guidance
•Capacity
•Fitness for purpose
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So what?



Open data is foundational to our democracy
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
My 8-year old exerprienced was a core American tradition and has fundamental to our freedoms and our democracy as life, liberty, and our Alexander Hamilton  wrote about the Census in the Federalist papersWeather data collection occurred from the very beginning. Indeed Thomas Jefferson recorded the temperature on July 4, 1776.Its important for many reasons.For a he



Open data drives scientific discovery
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AI is increasingly integrated into 
scientific discovery to augment 
and accelerate research.

It enables scientists to gain a 
deeper understanding of complex 
systems and phenomena, leading 
to new discoveries and insights.

National Weather Service Radar during Katrina (NOAA)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Accelerating discoveries, enabling personalized medicine, enhancing data analysis, facilitating cross-disciplinary researchTalk about how NOAA data is used for climate change – Example: Rip currents cause hundreds of drownings and require tens of thousands of rescues annually. In response, NOAA launched the first national rip current forecast model to inform coastal communities and visitors about the risk of rip currents. The model uses AI to generate the probability of a rip current based on NOAA Coastal Observation Networks.



Open data is key to driving economic growth
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Open Data can help unlock $3 trillion to $5 trillion in economic 
value annually across several sectors (McKinsey Global Institute, 2021)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
McKinsey estimates that open data can help unlock $3 trillion to $5 trillion in economic value annually across seven sectors.What executives should know about open data | McKinseyAI-Ready Open Data | Bipartisan Policy Center



Open data in the geopolitical context
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New York Times, 2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LLMs exhibit network effects and become more powerful with more users and data. There are societal risks to the United States if trust in the integrity of DOC data (and public data at large) is undermined



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In March 2020, I, like every other parent, was suddenly thrust into an involuntary real-world experiment with homeschooling. The 2020 Census survey had recently arrived in the mail, and I saw a teaching moment. After completing our form together, my six- and eight-year old daughters and I began to investigate Census data about their hometown, New Orleans. With graph paper, a pencil, and some tables printed off of the Census’ website, we plotted population estimates over time, drawing a line between the points for each year between 2000 to present.“Why is there a big dip in the line?” my eldest daughter Annie asked, pointing to the precipitous drop at precisely the 2005 estimate. 
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454,845 (2005)

208,652 (2006)

Population of New Orleans

383,282 (2020)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
//there are animations on this page that show the values as you speakThe answer was obvious to anyone old enough to remember Hurricane Katrina, but to a child born in 2012 who had only learned of the storm second-hand, she was surprised by the stark, inverted-levee shape of the line. So we discussed Hurricane Katrina, the wide-reaching consequences that come when an entire city is flooded and forced to evacuate. We then discussed the recovery, of how people came back after the storm to rebuild their homes, and how newcomers, like Annie’s mom and dad, moved to the city to participate in the rebuilding effort. “So “How does the population in New Orleans compare now to prior to the storm?” I asked Annie. That question, unknowable through anecdotes and personal stories, becomes clear when we connect the dots in the data. Annie replied, “New Orleans is still growing, but there’s fewer people here than there was before the big dip.” “You’re right, Annie,” I said, “and you’re part of that growth.” It is only at scale that certain truths become apparent. Data at scale, captures the vast and the through analysis, bottles it into digestible insights that lay bare these truths.  The powerful lesson that my daughters learned is that there are certain truths that are only discoverable at scale. Those data are national treasures: as awesome as Denali and as revelatory as Langston Hughes—and like our National Parks and our libraries, these public goods warrant a national evinvestment it warrants a national investment to democratize them to their fullest extent.  Those data are the fuel of economic innovation and the engine of our understanding. We have a national obligation to leverage the best available tools and technologies to broaden their access and reach this.



Through data, we see ourselves as part of 
something much bigger
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